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Hawkesbury – June 16, 2015 

 
 DART Aerospace Receives FAA STC for PA100 PUREair System for H125/AS350/EC130 Helicopters 
 
 

DART Aerospace proudly announces that the PA100 PUREair System, the next generation engine protection 

system for Airbus’ H125, AS350 and EC130 families of helicopters, has received a Supplemental Type 

Certificate (STC) from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). The STC allows operators to install the 

equipment on their helicopters. 

The PA100 PUREair System, co-developed by DART Aerospace and Pall Aerospace, is a totally redesigned, 
reengineered, and retested engine air protection system that takes the capabilities of its EAPS predecessors 
to the next level. Featuring Pall’s latest, the new system is self-cleaning and virtually maintenance-free, unlike 
other filtration systems qualified for this aircraft. The PA100 PUREair System will provide the highest level of 
helicopter engine protection while offering a 2% gain in engine power over conventional inlet barrier filters. 
 
This next generation system utilizes the latest advances in Pall Aerospace technology; including 3D 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) optimized system design and innovative nano-material technologies. The 
PUREair vortex tube works in all weather conditions, including snow, heavy rain, and salt spray. 
EASA STC approval is expected shortly and flight testing for falling and blowing snow is currently being pursued 
in several locations. 
 
To learn more about the PA100 PUREair System, please click here. 
 
To learn more about the PUREair vortex tube technology, please click here. 
 

ABOUT DART AEROSPACE 

DART Aerospace is “Mission Ready”. A privately held aerospace company, we provide industry-leading design, manufacturing and market-

certified solutions for the helicopter and aerospace industry. With an impressive line-up of over 700 STC’s and 5,000 products, DART offers 

a comprehensive portfolio of aftermarket products, accessories, spare parts and tools for civil and military operators, all major rotorcraft 

OEMs, completion centers and MR&O facilities. DART’s key products include: flotation systems, landing gear, interior and exterior 

accessories, cargo expansion, external loads, cable cutters and filters. All this, in addition to extensive engineering capabilities and 

manufacturing centers delivering fast time-to-market solutions with superior customer support in over 120 countries worldwide. 

 
ABOUT PALL CORPORATION 
Pall Corporation (NYSE:PLL) is a filtration, separation and purification leader providing solutions to meet the critical fluid management 
needs of customers across the broad spectrum of life sciences and industry. Pall works with customers to advance health, safety and 
environmentally responsible technologies. The company’s engineered products enable process and product innovation and minimize 
emissions and waste. Pall Corporation is an S&P 500 company serving customers worldwide. Follow Pall on Twitter @PallCorporation or 
visit www.pall.com. 

 

http://www.dartaerospace.com/pa100-pureair-system-for-as350-ec130?search=result&order=price&dir=desc&q=PUREAIR&view=1
http://www.pall.com/main/aerospace-defense-marine/helicopter-engine-protection.page
http://www.pall.com/investor
http://www.twitter.com/pallcorporation

